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FINITE GROUPS ADMITTING FIXED POINT FREE
AUTOMORPHISMS OF ORDER pq

by CHENG KAI-NAH*

(Received 10th August 1985)

By the results of Rickman [7] and Ralston [6], a finite group G admitting a fixed
point free automorphism a of order pq, where p and q are primes, is soluble. If p = q,
then \G\ is necessarily coprime to |a|, and it follows from Berger [1] that G has Fitting
height at most 2, the composition length of <a>. The purpose of this paper is to prove a
corresponding result in the case when pj=q.

Following Thompson [9], Shamash and Shult [8] obtained an exponential bound for
the Fitting heights of finite soluble groups admitting cyclic fixed point free automorphism
groups. For the special case we consider in the present note, the bound (namely, 2) we
obtain follows by no means from that implied in [8]. It is also easy to see that this bound
is best possible (see e.g. a construction of Gross [3]).

All groups considered are finite, and the notation used is standard.
We shall need the following well-known lemmas. For the convenience of the reader,

we include the proofs.

Lemma 1. Let H be a finite group and let V be an H-module over afield k. If k~ is an
extension field of k and V=k~(x)kV, then Cy(K) = k~(g)kCv{K),for any K^H.

Proof. This can be shown easily by writing K=@O ) 6 n(co® V), where ft is a k-basis
for k~.

Lemma 2. Let A be- an abelian normal subgroup of a finite group G. Let W be an A-
homogeneous component of VAfor an irreducible G-module V over a splitting field kfor A.
Put B = CA(W) and assume that Bj=A. Then

(a) V*(WCalAIB))
G.

(b) / / A is a self-centralizing minimal normal subgroup of G possessing a cyclic
complement C in G, then CG(A/B) = A. Consequently V^{WA)a and Vc^ ©fc[C]. Hence
C has a fixed point on V and (in view of Lemma 1) this conclusion also holds without the
hypothesis on k.

Proof, (a) In view of Clifford's Theorem it suffices to show that NG(W) = CG(A/B).
Clearly, CG{A/B)^NG{W). On the other hand the homogenous action on W of the
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cyclic group A/B forces A/B s AC^^WyCfi^W) to be a central factor of

NG(W)/CNo(H0(W0; that is to say, NG(W)^CG(A/B).
(b) Since C^A/B)^ C,CA(Cc(A/B)) = A, it follows that Cc(A/B) = l and CG(A/B) = A.

Now K^(W^)G is a consequence of (a), while V^S©k[C] is obtained by application of
Mackey's Theorem. In particular C has a fixed point on V.

Theorem. A finite group G admitting a fixed point free automorphism a. (of order pq,
where p and q are distinct primes, is metanilpotent.

Proof. In view of [6], G is soluble. Let G be a minimal counter-example. Then every
a-invariant proper subgroup of G is metanilpotent. Moreover, if we put // = G<a> (the
semidirect product), then by [4, V.8.10] G/N is metanilpotent for every non-trivial
normal subgroup N of H which is contained in G. In what follows these observations
will be used without further reference.

Clearly <<x> is a Carter subgroup of H. We set cn = apa.q, where |ap|=p and |a,| = g.

(1) V = F(G) = F(H) is the unique minimal normal subgroup of the soluble group H; in
particular V = CH(V) is an elementary abelian r-group for some prime r, and is comple-
mented in H by a maximal subgroup X (so that V is a faithful and irreducible X-module
over GF(r)), which can be chosen such that

By the minimality of G, there exists precisely one minimal normal subgroup V of H
contained in G. Assume that V* is a minimal normal subgroup of H not contained in G.
Then V* ^ Z(H), for V* is H-isomorphic to a central chief factor of H in H/G s <a>.
Thus V* is contained in the Carter subgroup <a> of H. Hence one of the Sylow
subgroups of <a> (namely V*) centralises G, while the other necessarily acts fixed point
freely on G. The nilpotency of G now follows from a celebrated theorem of Thompson.
Thus V* cannot exist, i.e. V is the unique minimal normal subgroup of H. It follows
that F(H)=V and by [4, III.4.2(c)]<D(H) = l. In particular H splits over V:H = XV with
XnV=l. In view of H = XF(H), a Carter subgroup of A' is contained in a Carter
subgroup of H (using Gaschiitz [2, 11.13]), i.e. in a conjugate of <<x>. From
X/X n GsXG/C = if/Gs<a> we infer that a Carter subgroup of X (which covers
X/X n G) has order |<a>| and so is a conjugate of <a>. Without loss of generality we set

(2) Put Y=XnG^G/V. Then Y=TS, where S = OS(Y) is a special s-group for some
prime s^r, TeSylt(Y)for some prime t^s is x-invariant, and [7^S*] = 1 for every T<a>-
invariant proper subgroup S* of S. Further, Y/F(Y) is a t-chief factor of X, and
F(y)/(O((Y)x0»(S))^S/<i>(S) is a s-chief factor of X satisfying C^(S/4»(S)) = F( Y)
(i.e. <a>? acts faithfully and irreducibly on !:> = S/<I>(S), where T=T/O,(Y)). We may
assume that [7^ap] = l. Then Cj(a,)=/=1 and ap acts fixed point freely on S; in particular

Let G/Go be a chief factor of H. Then G/Go is a t-group for some prime t, and Go is
metanilpotent by induction. In fact G0 = F2(G). We have GonY=F(Y) and
y/F(7) = G/G0. From (1) we see that F(Y) is an r'-group, where r is the prime dividing
\V\. Since Y/F(Y)=f=\ is a t-group, there exists a prime s£t and a TeSylt(Y) such that
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TOs(y)eHall{s ,)(Y) is not nilpotent. As in (1) we obtain without loss of generality that
<a>gNx(T)^Nx(TOs(y))- From s±r it is easy to deduce that TOS(Y)V is not
metanilpotent. Minimality of G now implies that Y=TOS(Y).

Let Yo be an a-invariant proper subgroup of Y. Assume that Yo is not nilpotent. In
view of Y=TOS(Y) with TeSyl,{Y), this implies the existence of a non-central s-chief
factors of Yo (below Os(y0)). Let V=Vn^ ••-. ^ V0 = l be a Y0-composition series of V.
From V=CH(V) we have that f]UiCYo(VJVi.l) = Or(Y0). Now s±r yields an
ie{l,...,n} such that lo/Cy^Pj/K--!) is not nilpotent. Consequently Y0V is not
metanilpotent, which is against the minimality of G. Thus every a-invariant proper
subgroup of 7 is nilpotent. In particular [7] S*] = 1 for every T<a>-invariant proper
subgroup S* of S.

Now one can modify the proof of the Hall-Higman reduction (see [4, III. 13.5]) to
obtain that S = Os(y) is a special s-group, T<a> acts irreducibly on S/<1>(S), and T acts
nontrivially on this group. Set S=S/<&(S) and t =T/O,(Y). If Cf<a>(S)^= 1, then as in the
proof of (1), Cf<a>(S) is a central subgroup of T<a> and so is contained in the Carter
subgroup <<x>. We get a contradiction against Thompson's theorem. Thus Cf<a>(S)=l.
By Lemma 2(b), C<a>(T)±l: observe that t =Y/F(Y), a chief factor of AT=7<a>. We
set without loss of generality C<a>(T') = <ap>. Application of Lemma 2(b) to a (faithful)
<a,>T-composition factor of S now yields Cj(a,)^l. Finally. Cj(ap) = l follows from

(3) Set k = GF(r) and let neN be such that k=GF(r") is a splitting field for all
subgroups of X. Consider an irreducible k[X~\-submodule W of K(x)t£. Then CX(WO=1
andCw(ix) = Q:

First of all, note that the existence of n is guaranteed by a theorem of Brauer
(cf. [5, VII.2.6.b]). Further, Lemma 1 yields Cv^Xo) = Cv(Xo)(g)k}i for all X0^X.
Thus Cx(W)^.X centralises a non-trivial /c-subspace of the irreducible /c[Z]-module V
and hence acts trivially on V. That is, Cx(W)<LCx(V) = l (see (1)). Finally

-fa) = CK(a) ®kU= 0.

(4) d)(S)f 1:

Assume false. Then S = S is elementary abelian, and is faithful and irreducible module
over GF(s) for T(ct}. Let W be as in (3). Consider the decomposition Ws =
Wt © • • • © Wh of the ^[S]-module Ws into homogeneous components Wt and put
S, = CS(W )̂ (so that S, is the kernel of S on any irreducible component Vj of Ŵ ). Clearly,
n?=i s i = c s W = l. n?=icx(S/S,) = Cx(S) = O,(y)S. From this we get an ie{l,...,h}
such that aqiCx(S/Si) while ap^Cx(S/S,) is a consequence of (2) and S = S. Thus
Njr(Wf) n <a> = 1, and by taking the elements of <a> as part of a transversal to Nĵ Wj),
we see that the induced module WfT<a>|<a> contains a free fc[<a>]-module. This gives a
fixed point of a in W, a contradiction.

(5) C^(a,) = 0, where W is as in (3):

Recall that 4>(S)̂ =1 by (4). Let W^S) = W^ © • • • © Wh be the decomposition of the
restriction of W to <t>(S) into <&(S)-homogeneous components Wt. By Clifford's Theorem,
W t t W i U * . where A^N^W^Y, as (by (2)) <D(S)^Z(y). Moreover Wt is an
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irreducible A -module. By Mackey's Theorem, as Z = <a> Y = (ix)A,

)_u-ixr \
~ U YY\)(A n <a

where A n <a>e{l,<ap>,<a,>,<a>}.
Suppose i n ( a ) = l. Then Mackey's Theorem yields the existence of a regular <a>-

submodule of W<a> and thus a fixed point of <<x> on W, contradicting CV(a)=0 (see (3)).
A n <a> = <a> would imply that <1>(S) acts homogeneously and thus (by (2) and the
choice of MO as a scalar on W=W1, where /t = <a>7=Ar. Consequently we would have
1 =f O(S) ^ ZJ[X), as CX(W) = 1, contradicting the fixed point free action of a on Y.

A n ( a ) = (a , ) gives the desired conclusion Cw(<xq) = 0 as follows. If CV(a,)^0, then
we may assume that CWi(<xq)^0; indeed from W=((W^)<t[|7>y)<a>r> we see that each Wt is
some (W1)

x'p= Wx (g) <xJ
p, where je{Q,l,...,p—l}. Further, [ap ,a j = l shows that each Wt

is o^-invariant. This gives the decomposition of Cw(<xq) into ^-invariant subspaces
Cw,(a«) © • • • © CWh(aq). On the other hand ap induces a transitive permutation on
{Wu...,Wh} and thus on {CWri(a,),...,C^(a,)} too. Now it is clear that there exists a
trivial <a>-submodule of ( ( ( C ^ a , ) ) ^ ) ^ , and thus a fixed point of <<x> on W =
((^i)<« >i-)x> a contradiction.

Consider lastly ,4n<a> = <<xp>. Then as in the previous case C^(ap)=0. Set SO =
Cs(a,). Then S0=jM. This is obvious when q = s. When q=£s, we have S = Cs(a?) [S, a,],
where [ctq,S]j=S, as Cs(a?)^=l (see (2)). Since ap acts fixed point freely on both So and
W, the (semidirect) product So W admits a fixed point free automorphism of prime order,
thus S0W is nilpotent. From (1) and (2) we have rj=s, so SoW—SoxW, with
SoeSyls(SoW) and WeSy^SoW). In particular l^S0^Cx(W) = l. With this we
complete the proof of (5).
In what follows we shall consider a £[X]-module Was defined in (3).

(6) The case s = q.

Set Sl = (aq}S. Let A be a maximal abelian normal subgroup of Si. Then A is self-
centralising, as Sj is an s-group.

Now assume that xq£A. Then [<x4,>4]^1, and there exists an <a4>y4-composition
factor U of W such that [C/,[a,,/l]]^0—note that CX(WO = 1 and r£s = q. Let
^,i = ^ i © •" © Uh with ^-homogeneous components I/,. Clifford's Theorem gives
1/ = ((1/I)B)<"«>'4, where B = N<a>^4(t/1) acts irreducibly on I/i'. Clearly B^A. Suppose
B = A. Then U = ((U1)A)<^>A, 'and by Mackey's Theorem, l/<vs((l/1)ilu<v)<««> =
((t/i)i)<<l4> = ®^C<a«>D contains a fixed point of otq, contradicting (5). Thus B = <a,>X.
Then U = Ul is a homogeneous /1-module, ^^^( l / ) is abelian and faithful on U, and
thus is cyclic. Moreover a, normalises CA(U) and therefore induces a non-trivial
automorphism on A/CA(U): observe that [U,[aq,AJ]j=0. This, however, contradicts the
fact that U is a homogeneous /1-module. We have therefore shown that <xqeA.

In particular [S1,a,,a,]S[>4,a,] = l;i-e. •x<"«"1)2 = 0 for every XGS = S/<D(S). Since
[a,, T ] ^ l , a result of G. Higman (see e.g. [5;IX.1.10]) states that the minimal
polynomial of <xq on S is xq— 1. Consequently <? = 2. Now consider the action of a on the
semidirect product TW. From [T,ap] = l (see (2)) we get Ci.(ap)^l. Thus a, induces a
fixed point free automorphism of order 2 on CT(ap)W, whence this group is abelian. In
particular CT(ap)^Cx(H/) = l, a contradiction.
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(7) t = r and O,(Y) = 1 {i.e. T=t):

From [7;<xp] = l we deduce that C = CT{txp)=fcl. In view of (5), a, acts fixed point
freely on CW, which therefore is nilpotent. Now Cx(W) = l requires that t = r. In
particular, O,(Y)=1.

(8) The case qj=s:

Let U be a homogeneous component of W0{S). We have O(S) ̂  Z(K), where K = <a,>TS
(note that .[a,,<P(S)] = 1 follows from (5)). Thus K^NX(U). Since <P(S) does not lie
in Z(X) = Z(<a,>X), we cannot possibly have the faithful X-module W coinciding with
U. This shows that NX(U) = K. Put D = CK(U). Observing that W=@f=1U

xp, we see
that f)f=iD"' = CK(W) = L Therefore D cannot contain a non-trivial subgroup of K
normalised by ocp and so is contained in S: note that K/TS and TS/S are chief factors
of K isomorphic to Sylow subgroups of K. Consider R = S/D. Since S is a special s-
subgroup and 0>(S) is not contained in D,R' = Q>(R) = S'D/D = <1>(S)D/D is of order s.
Next note that due to (5) and Lemma 2 together with qi=s, a, centralises every abelian
a,-invariant subgroup of R. In particular Z(R)^CR(<xq). Let RJR' be an <a,>T-
invariant complement in R/R' of Z{R)/R'. Then Z(R0) ^ Z(i?0Z(R)) = Z(R), which gives
Z(R0) = R0 n Z(R) = R' = <D(R). Knowing already that the latter group is of order s, it is
easy to see that Ro must be an extraspecial s-group. Put Ri = [-i?0>

a.j] a n d ^2 —CRo(a,).
Then [R2,a,,i?0] = l, [R0 ,K2,aJ^[Z(R0) ,a , ] = l, so that [H1,«2] = [«, ,«o,*2] = 1-
Thus J?x and R2

 a r e extraspecial, as also R0 = RlR2, so Z(/?1)gZ(R0). Now from [4,
V.17.13] we have |/?1| = 22 m + 1, q-2m~l, and in particular a, acts irreducibly on

i / ( i ) [ „ , o o ( o
However considering the action of <a,>T on Ro, we find from Lemma 2(b) that Ro

becomes a free o^-module on extending the field to the algebraic closure of GF(s), and
hence must be a free a,-module itself (for two modules which become isomorphic after
field extension, are already isomorphic, by the Noether-Deuring Theorem). Since a9 is
irreducible on [R0>

a,j]> this means Ro is a free a,-module of rank 1, so |Cgo(a,)| = 2. But
R2 is also extraspecial, and so R2/<t>(R2) cannot have order 2. This is a final
contradiction and the proof of our theorem is complete.
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